• amāritūdō (from amārus = bitter) – maraschino
A maraschino cherry is cooked in syrup flavored by the bitter fruit of a wild cherry tree.
• avis – auspice, auspicious, aviary, aviation, aviator, inauspicious, aviculture
• clāvis – clef, conclave, clavichord, clavicle
Cardinals meet “in conclave (camera cum clāve)” or in a private room to elect a new
pope.
• elementum – elemental
folium – foil (n.), foliage, folio, portfolio, tinfoil
A book’s folio has four pages made from a single sheet of paper folded to form two
leaves.
The word foil refers to metal in the form of very thin sheets (leaves).
• gradior (to walk step by step) – aggression, congress, degree, gradation, gradual, ingredient, progress, regress, transgress, undergraduate
• implicō (from in = into, and plicō = to fold) – implicit, imply, implication
• lātus – dilate, dilation, latitude
• loquor – circumlocution, colloquial, elocution, eloquence, loquacious, obloquy, soliloquy
• māteria – immaterial, materialism, materialistic, materialize, matter, matter-of-fact
• morior – immortal, mortality, mortgage, mortify
• intrīnsecus (intra = within, and secus = alongside; akin to sequor = to follow) – intrinsic
• prāvus – depraved, depravity
• prōpositum (prōpōnō = to set forth) – proposition
• taberna – tabernacle, tavern
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ANSWERS TO COMPREHENSION QUESTIONS
1. There is nothing stable in his life.
2. He wants to die in a wineshop in order to be closer to drinking.
3. The poet wants to abandon vices and start a new life in virtue.

TEACHING TIP
When the caption for a given illustration is an excerpt from the chapter’s Latin passage, ask
the students either to translate the caption or to explain the connection between the illustration and the Latin caption.
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